PROPOSED ZONING CONVERSION MAP
OVERTOWN / DOWNTOWN

DRAFT IN PROGRESS

EAST QUADRANT

CODE

T3 - SUBURBAN
T4 - GENERAL URBAN
T5 - URBAN CENTER
T6 & T2 - URBAN CORE
T8 - URBAN CORE
T9 - 24-HR - URBAN CORE
T6 & T9 - URBAN CORE
T9 - 24-HR - URBAN CORE
D1 - LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
D2 - INDUSTRIAL
CS - GENERAL SPACE/PARKS
CI - GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL
R - RESTRICTED
L - LIMITED
O - OPEN

Flagler Street

7th Street

Venetian Causeway

20th Street

MacArthur Causeway I-395

MIAMI21
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